GRAND WINNER—ECOLOGY / ENVIRONMENT

EARTH–HONORING FAITH:
Religious Ethics in a New Key
Larry L. Rasmussen
Oxford University Press

AGING GRACEFULLY

THE WONDER OF AGING:
A New Approach to Embracing Life After Fifty
Michael Gurian
Atria Books

DO NOT GO QUIETLY:
A Guide to Living Consciously and Aging Wisely for People Who Weren’t Born Yesterday
George & Sedena Cappannelli
Agape Media / Hay House
ANIMALS / NATURE

EYES OF THE WILD: Journeys of Transformation with the Animal Powers
Eleanor O’Hanlon
Earth Books (John Hunt Publishing)

BUSINESS / LEADERSHIP

GOOD MORNING BEAUTIFUL BUSINESS:
The Unexpected Journey of an Activist Entrepreneur and Local-Economy Pioneer
Judy Wicks
Chelsea Green Publishing

CREATIVE PROCESS

CATCH THE FIRE:
An Art-full Guide to Unleashing the Creative Power of Youth, Adults and Communities
Peggy Taylor and Charlie Murphy
New Society Publishers
ECOLOGY / ENVIRONMENT

EARTH–HONORING FAITH:
Religious Ethics in a New Key
Larry L. Rasmussen
Oxford University Press

COUNTDOWN:
Our Last, Best Hope for a Future on Earth?
Alan Weisman
Little Brown Company

FICTION

TRUSTING THE CURRENTS
Lynnda Pollio
Sage Heart Media
WE NEED NEW NAMES
NoViolet Bulawayo
Little Brown Company

FOOD / COOKING / HEALTHY EATING

THE HEART OF THE PLATE:
Vegetarian Recipes for a New Generation
Mollie Katzen
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

ANTI-ARTHRITIS, ANTI-INFLAMMATION COOKBOOK
Healing Through Natural Foods
Gary Null, Ph.D.
Essential Publishing
ROCKPEOPLE: BEYOND CHESTER CREEK
Joel Carter
Canukshuk Artworks Publishing

BACKYARD ROOTS:
Lessons on Living Local from 35 Urban Farmers
Lori Eanes
Skipstone / The Mountaineers Books

HAPPIER ENDINGS:
A Meditation on Life and Death
Erica Brown
Simon and Schuster
WHOLE HEALTH: 
A Holistic Approach to Healing for the 21st Century 
Mark Mincolia, PhD 
Tarcher/Penguin

I AM MALALA:
The Girl Who Stood Up for Education and Was Shot by the Taliban 
Malala Yousafzai 
Little Brown and Company

THE BOYS IN THE BOAT: 
Nine Americans and Their Epic Quest for Gold at the 1936 Berlin Olympics 
Daniel James Brown 
Viking
INNER PROSPERITY / RIGHT LIVELIHOOD

WILD MONEY:
A Visual Journey to Financial Wisdom
Luna Jaffe
Fortunity Press

JOURNALISM / INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING

SALT, SUGAR, FAT:
How the Food Giants Hooked Us
Michael Moss
Random House

MEMOIR / PERSONAL JOURNEY

A THOUSAND HILLS TO HEAVEN
Josh Ruxin
Little Brown Company
MULTICULTURAL / INDIGENOUS

THE POWER OF LATINO LEADERSHIP:
Culture, Inclusion, and Contribution
Juana Bordas
Berrett-Koehler Publishers

MOVING WITH THE SEASONS:
Portrait of a Mongolian Family
Liza F. Carter
Saltwind Press

PARENTING / FAMILY

THE ARTIST’S WAY FOR PARENTS:
Raising Creative Children
Julia Cameron with Emma Lively
Tarcher/Penguin
SQ21: THE TWENTY-ONE SKILLS OF SPIRITUAL INTELLIGENCE
Cindy Wigglesworth
Select Books

EFFORTLESS BEAUTY:
Photography As an Expression of Eye, Mind and Heart
Julie DuBose
Milksang Publications

SKY UNDER THE ROOF:
Poems (Appalachian Writing)
Hilda Downer
Bottom Dog Press
LOVE SENSE:
The Revolutionary New Science of Romantic Relationships
Dr. Sue Johnson
Little Brown Company

CLOSE TO THE GROUND:
Reflections on the Seven Factors of Enlightenment
Geri Larkin
Rodmell Press

HEAVEN ON EARTH:
Timeless Prayers of Wisdom and Love
Stephanie Dowrick
Tarcher Penguin
RELIGION / SPIRITUALITY – WESTERN TRADITIONS

GOD OF LOVE:
A Guide to the Heart of Judaism, Christianity and Islam
Mirabai Starr
Monkfish Book Publishing

JULIAN'S GOSPEL:
Illuminating the Life and Revelations of Julian of Norwich
Veronica Mary Rolf
Orbis Books

SCIENCE / COSMOLOGY

LEARNING FROM LEONARDO:
Decoding the Notebooks of a Genius
Fritjof Capra
Berrett-Koehler Publishers
AMERICAN TEACHER: Heroes in the Classroom
Katrina Fried
Welcome Books

ALL YOU COULD ASK FOR
Mike Greenberg
HarperCollins

OH NO, SCHOOL!
Hae-Kyung Chang
American Psychological Association
PEACE
Wendy Anderson Halperin
Simon and Schuster

SEA TURTLES UP CLOSE
Jennifer Nolan, Photography by Jim Abernethy
Ocean Education Publishing

ATLANTIS RISING
T.A. Barron
Philomel Books / Penguin Group USA
THE FOUR DOORS:
A Guide to Joy, Freedom and the Meaning of Life
Richard Paul Evans
Simon and Schuster